Shut Up Edifice

Text by Scott Wilson

A half-utterance, a pause, unsatisfactory, before the
sense that something else must be coming, the verb at
the very least, to locate, to settle, to finalize. When is an
image complete? When is an image ready to be viewed?
At what point should we ignore the coming-of-the-image,
the acts and processes that deliver the image to us, and
instead behave as though the image was always there,
always waiting? Crucially, does the image legitimate the
frame that supports, surrounds and delivers in the very
act of superseding the frame by drawing the eye from
it? Consequently, the image is never here, never finished
or completed, only ever – or always ever – arriving,
iteration after iteration. This is especially the case for the
advertising image. It is never done and, therefore, never
successful. How else to understand the frenzied activity
that surrounds it, the many industries that profit from its
incompletion and replacement with the next, more perfect,
utterance? The paradox of advertising is that the next
image, the one that promises completeness, satisfaction,
repletion, is never the one the arrives but always the one
yet to be, the next partner in the chain. Half an arrow, and
then half of that half, and then half again, never to arrive,
endlessly deferred.

When is an Image?
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The impossible task undertaken is the delivery of an image
as conduit to the fulfillment of a promise. Buy these, do
these, wear these and you will be as never before and will
not want nor suffer desire. Thus, the image stands as an
open window and as a corridor, perhaps, offering both a
glance at the world beyond the image and also the method
by which to achieve what stands, so tantalizingly close to
realization. Yet it, too, is impossible; the unrealized glance
that serves only to remind the one who glances that the
same image is there for all, promiscuous. Its promises are
not heartfelt, but repeated one after the other, a venal
parade that is ignored only for as long as one can pretend to
be satisfied by the lover whose mind is always elsewhere.

The Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors, Even
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As advertising has developed, so too have the very human
mechanisms for encountering, noting and responding to
advertising. We develop a highly attuned sensitivity to
the manner and form and, subsequently, the advertising
image itself reflects the manner with which it desires to
be encountered. So the aesthetics of the encounter are
important to consider. The images occupy a space but
that space is always one in which the advertising image
is intruding or is overlaid in order to offer discourse
where otherwise there would be none, might not be any,
or could be something else. The horizontal strips that
run the length of subway cars occupy space in a different
way to the posters that rib the interiors of the stations;
the wafer-thin decals on busses narrate movement while
the increasingly active screens in bus stops mimic what
awaits the commuter when home. The space pre-exists the
advertising and now, with the presence of the advertising,
we retrospectively create a history of the space that
resolves with the recognition of its death. After all, how
else might we conclude the usefulness of the surface prior
to its function as a site upon which the advertising image
might rest? If it had another function, other purpose, it
would not be advertised upon. So public advertising, as
well as opening in multiple ways (noun – be this / become
this; verb – go here / do this), signals the death of the
space it occupies and compresses beneath it. Our desire
on the blasted heath.
With the development of these forms, differently fatal
to their site of occupation, comes the practice of
observation. We learn, early, how to respond to the various
calls to our attention; different parts of the world signify
in their different ways: the voices of parents, the smells
of the homely, recognition of the loved one in a crown,
the sounds of morning, evening, sleep. Each of these
generates an affective gesture that, once learned, is
quickly buried beneath the layers of acculturation in order

A Glance, A Gaze
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to, when encountered, feel entirely inevitable, natural.
It is, of course, not, but none of that gets in the way of
its effectiveness. So the ways even memories of meals
generate a sense of place, time, family, are linked to the
production of emotion, often powerfully forceful and
always generative. How many of us recall moments when,
away from home, we tried to replicate what had been left
behind? How many of us still do? The point is to note that
these affective actions – themselves conduits to a form of
satisfaction – are buried deep within the structures that
we like to call our selves. Think then of the advertising
you notice, and that which you ignore. Nothing occurs by
accident: there will be entirely obvious reasons how and
why these things generate different responses in you.
Similarly, think also of the ways in which you, we, read the
public advertising object – when we linger and when we
(over) look. The public advertisement, if it is effectively
designed to take into account these histories of encounter
and the messy fact of human cognition, will support the
glance, the flicker of movement at the corner of the eye
through the edge of the windscreen, in the rain, at dusk, at
speed.

Each word, a hinge.

The Holy Well of Infrastructure
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Part of what I’m trying to say refers to the fact that
advertising and, especially, public advertising is
continuously engaging in a discursive activity in no direct
relation to the public who encounter it. Of course, when one
considers what is actually happening – that a message is
being shot into the faces of hoped-for passersby in the hope
of effecting some kind of quantifiable change in behavior,
it brings to mind Andre Breton’s Simplest Surrealist Act.
Not that such a heritage can be acknowledged at the face
and fact of this practice. Regardless, the advertisements
continue to speak, and will continue long after the products
they shill are discontinued, banned or outlawed, long after
their medium is an anachronism, long after the language
they transmit has been hybridized into the ‘cityspeak’ of
Gaff and Dekkard. Perhaps more interesting is not what is
being said as how it is uttered. Each public advertisement
assumes that the conversation has already started prior to
our encounter with it; we enter into its frame in media res
and are forced to pick up where it decides is appropriate.
Again, this is deliberate. Such discursive actions leave
us scrambling for the necessary information to make
meaning of the overt-message and, consequently, leave us
little room to consider whether we actually wish to engage
in this fashion. You bypass passivity and resistance by
assuming the thing you want is actually already in process,
and force others to participate by leaving no room for a
considered exit.

An Arc of Continuous Discourse
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Stood in a field; placed on an overpass; sat beside a
motorway; affixed to a building; lined beside an off-ramp;
squat in a layover; narrating a roundabout; overseeing
development; forgotten over a ruin; signaling a change
long-since-passed; offering discount; scolding weakness;
blinking into the faces of lost desires. We get what we ask
for.

Object/Subject
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An interrelationship of elements is evident in these images,
and the absence of what we might ordinarily expect to be
represented reveals the presence of the usually invisible
structures and, from this, the assumptions which I have
begun to explore, and which must be further teased out.
- There is the space itself, occupied by the structures
that are ordinarily mere supports for the utterances
of capital.
- There is the absence of the utterance whose
presence provides purpose and whose truanting
throws these mechanisms into gentle disarray.
- There is time, present both in the relationship of
the utterance to its referent and, especially here,
present in the absence of the utterance. If the
utterance is absent, what then of the structure, the
edifice? Does it still serve? It is forgotten or merely
a pause between utterances, a drawing in of breath?
- Finally, the edifice: ordinarily the parent invisible
behind the petulant actions of its brightly coloured
offspring (I hesitate to name the public advertising
utterance as a child, although there is certainly a
filial relationship between these two). It is revealed
only in the absence of its function and, once revealed,
unwinds the various threads that lead to its being,
its placement, its construction and support and
continued utilisation.

The Bricks Arrive
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The Column; the Plate; the Torsion Bar; the Outriggers; the
Uprights; the Stringers; the Panels; the Skirting; the Direct
Embedment or Bolt Cage Foundation.

The Litany
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“Billboard University 1 is your resource for how to identify,
evaluate, negotiate, perform due diligence on, select the
size, height and placement of, finance, construct, lease the
advertising space on, and operate outdoor billboard signs.
Everything we 2 tell you is based on actual experience 3, and
not theory 4. We can show you the complete methodology
to build new billboards 5, buy existing billboards 6, and
rent the advertising space on any billboard in the U.S.
and internationally 7. We take pride 8 in what we do, and it
is reflected in the many positive testimonials 8a about our
products and services”. 8b

1.
http://www.obuniversity.com/
2.
Frank Rolfe (co-founder) and Dave Reynolds (co-founder).
3.
“All of the information is built on the personal experiences
of Frank Rolfe, who built from scratch the largest privately-owned
billboard company in Dallas/Ft. Worth, and set records for sales and
occupancy”. (http://www.obuniversity.com/about-us.php)

4.
“Billboard University is based on 100% fact and 0% fiction. It is the
culmination of a lifetime of practical experience, with many failures and lessons
learned along the way”. (http://www.obuniversity.com/about-us.php)
5.
“What it Costs to Build an Outdoor Billboard”: http://www.obuniversity.
com/articles/how-to-determine-what-it-costs-to-build-an-outdoor-billboardsign.php
6.
“How to Buy an Outdoor Billboard”: http://www.obuniversity.com/
articles/how-to-buy-an-outdoor-billboard.php
7.
“Is this Billboard an Opportunity to Make Money?”: http://www.obuniversity.com/
videos/oppurtunity-in-abandoned-billboards.php
8.
“We take pride in what we do, and it is reflected in the many positive testimonials8a
about our products and services8b”. (http://www.obuniversity.com/about-us.php)

8a.
Testimonials: “I wish you had more books8b, because I’d buy them all. They’re a bargain”: Larry
T.
8b
“Your books are the best ones I’ve ever read. Nothing but information and real-life tips. 8c I am very
satisfied”: Doug P.
“I just signed my first billboard lease, thanks to your book. 8b I followed your directions and now I have
my first billboard. It worded [sic] just like you said in your book.” 8b Stan W. (http://www.obuniversity.com/
about-us.php)
8b.

Outdoor Investment Books and Courses (http://www.obuniversity.com/outdoor-billboard-investing-books-and-

courses.php).
8c.

c.f.: 4

Meanwhile
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Patent US 503812 A (August 22, 1893: Frank R. Stone)
To all whom it may concern;
Be it known that I, Frank R. Stone, a citizen of the United
States, residing at Middlebury, in the county of Addison
and State of Vermont, have invented a new and useful BillBoard, of which the following is a specification.
The object of my invention is to provide a bill board which
can be readily set up at any desired point and which can
be easily removed and stored in a small compass during
seasons when it is not in use. This object I accomplish
by the use of the device illustrated in the accompanying
drawings and in the invention consists of certain novel
features which will hereinafter be described and claimed.

En Route to Emptiness
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Dissemination in this manner occurs in order to change
opinion. However, an unforeseen effect of such public
advertising is to literalise a shift in perception regarding
the relationship a population has with space and the
conception of space; with discourse and the manner with
which discourse is rendered visible within space; with the
boundaries between different forms of experience and, as
such, with the desires that drive experience.
One of the markers of the movement from pre-capitalism
familial and economic models to our modern structures is
the recognition of space as itself an indicator of access,
class and capital. The accumulation of wealth leads to
the development of private property and, necessarily,
private spaces, which are distinguished and defended
from their necessary corollary, the public space. Private
space invisibly codes cost and surplus; public space is,
we are led to believe, there for all. Private space becomes
the place wherein we perform, or believe that we perform,
that unguarded version of ourselves for ourselves, which
leaves the public space as that arena where other parts
are articulated, exercised, discarded or honed. Yet the
public arena is the training ground for the private, the
preparatory realm within which we encounter that which
we come to desire in order to bring these objects from the
public into our private, as if we are the only ones doing so,
as if our combination of the same objects will somehow
evidence the fact that we alone as special, unique, fully
realized. We learn in public what to bring to the private and
enter, via these monuments, in to a particular relationship
with our own desire.

Roadrunner, Roadrunner...
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“Then the ﬂicker of lights cleared and steadied, blazing
out continuously, and together the crowd looked up at
the decks of brilliant letters. The phrases, and every
combination of them possible, were entirely familiar, and
Franklin knew that he had been reading them for weeks as
he passed up and down the expressway.
BUY NOW BUY NOW BUY NOW BUY NOW BUY
NEW CAR NOW NEW CAR NOW NEW CAR NOW
YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES”
Excerpt From: J. G. Ballard. ‘The Subliminal Man’ in The
Complete Stories of J. G. Ballard.

Hearken, Our Prophet
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When responding to seduction, we are drawn not to
difference but to that which most resembles ourselves.
The object of our affection is the mirror of our narcissism.
This means that those utterances that occupy such
monumental public positions are the very worst of what
we want for ourselves, for they speak to that which we all
might wish for, that which we all have in common, and that
which we claim is part of what makes us secretly our real
selves. An image of the affective object, desired service, or
hoped-for future self sits before us, and by passing it we
carry the desire with us, pulled into the cluster of signs and
referents that we weave into subjectivity. The utterance
is an aspirational gesture but we are seduced, as with
people, by that which most resembles what we already
believe to be true. We are seduced by the most banal parts
of desire, desires made manifest by their realization in the
landscape, private hopes in a public place, public lessons
in private.

Know Now Our Worst Selves
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“Jacques Lacan defines art itself with regard to the Thing:
in his Seminar on the Ethics of Psychoanalysis, he claims
that art as such is always organized around the central
Void of the impossible-real Thing - a statement which,
perhaps, should be read as a variation on Rilke’s old thesis
that “Beauty is the last veil that covers the Horrible”.
Lacan gives some hints about how this surrounding of
the Void functions in the visual arts and in architecture;
what we shall do here is not provide an account of how, in
cinematic art, the field of the visible, of representations,
involves reference to some central and structural Void, to
the impossibility attached to it - ultimately, therein resides
the point of the notion of suture in cinema theory. What I
propose to do is something much more naive and abrupt: to
analyze the way the motif of the Thing appears within the
diegetic space of cinematic narrative - in short, to speak
about films whose narrative deals with some impossible/
traumatic Thing, like the Alien Thing in science-fiction
horror films”.
Excerpt from ‘The Thing from Inner Space’ By Slavoj Zizek
(1999)

Beauty Lies Buried
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Upon these screens is projected not what we most desire
(for that would reveal too much) but that which we are
told to desire. And what we discover when we look, longer
than usually permitted by placement, transit or need,
is that those desires are a maudlin crew. If these things
best represent us to ourselves, then we have long since
given up extending desire beyond the limits of the self and
instead have become content to confirm whatever falls
into the orbit of our maw. So what then of the Thing, the
vacant platform upon which these utterances are placed,
by which invisibility is incurred and which, when stripped,
is suddenly revealed naked and vulnerable? A screen with
no image is no longer a window; nor is it an obstacle. It
is not an eyesore, for that role was occupied when it was
gravid with tedious meaning. Instead, now – and despite
the looming physicality – a tenderness emerges.
Consider the wooden structure: the hill rises to the left and
the tree-trunk legs are placed just so, hammered into what
must have been dense earth and shingle. What is revealed
is labour; the rocks that sit below the right leg; the wooden
panels that form the face, grains emerging with rain and
weather.
Consider the metal frame bolted firmly to the single
cylindrical column. We are told that the outdoor advertising
industry moved to such metal constructions, originally, to
utilize unwanted oil industry pipes. Here, clumsily, they
channel meaning, or would, or will. With this form, bolted
to the concrete embedment, we note the dry scrabble
plants, the accumulation of trash, perhaps discarded but
more likely pulled from slipstream to slipstream, tumbling
behind the trucks that, surely, pass endlessly behind the
photographer and which now form the gentle white noise
of transit for those in the brutalist concrete buildings
beyond.

Mr. F is Mr. F
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Another metal frame, with panels behind a simple welded
lattice. The lights perch, their shadows a sundial for
the people who now no longer wait in the bench to the
left. Again, a dried wasteland, again the concrete block
buildings that are machines for living in the same way this
frame will become, soon perhaps, a machine for meaning.
And on and on. This one in a light industrial zone; this next
at the foot of a small hill now covered with apartment
blocks; all bare, all waiting, all revealed like lovers after
orgasm, no longer taut, no longer eager, no longer clean
and polished and aching with potential. Yet all of this
battered truthfulness would vanish with the addition of
utterance. Suddenly, in the face of the coloured injunction
the eye sees not the scaffold; we ignore the apparatus and,
if there is a lesson here, we ignore it at our peril for the
apparatus, in this instance the wooden frame that emerges
from the hillside and awaits its own irrelevance or the pipe
that leads nowhere but back into the earth, is the mark
of our own invisibility, our timelessness and the very best
part of ourselves. Now they are grey, ashen perhaps, damp
with dew, graffiti, rust, rubbish and animal piss, but finally,
finally, now that they have nothing to say but themselves,
they are here and we are among them.
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